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Lessons from History
When financial panics hit, policy makers, market 
participants often caught off guard

Financial innovation drives intermediation (and vulnerability 
to panics) into new markets & institutions

Mechanisms to deal with panics take time to evolve – do not 
develop without concerted effort, experience

This paper argues that focusing only on current 
account may blind policymakers/market 
participants to important sources of risk

Large stock of short-term debt may make a country 
vulnerable to a run

Important domestic markets and institutions may be 
vulnerable to international shocks 



Historical Emphasis on Current 
Account

At peak of classical gold standard (1900-14), gross and net 
international investment positions were roughly equal

Principal flows were long-term, and unidirectional

Creditor nations (UK, also Germany, France) financed capital 
accumulation in other countries, developed enormous one-way positions

Today, gross foreign assets for many countries are roughly 
equal to gross foreign liabilities; net investment positions 
are radically different from gross

Flows dominated by investments among rich countries; large creditor nations are 
also large debtor nations

This may explain traditional emphasis on current account, 
and implies that the need to monitor gross investment 
positions is uniquely important in modern era



Gross v. Net

(Source: Obstfeld and Taylor, 2002)



Netting is Misleading
Composition of claims on the rest of the world may 
be quite different from composition of claims on 
domestic economy

Even if the country holds a large net foreign asset 
stock, it does not follow that the particular agents 
with short-term foreign liabilities hold enough liquid 
assets to pay them off

Need to know institutions’ gross assets and 
liabilities; those institutions’ branches may cross 
international boundaries



Composition of Gross External Assets

(Source: Obstfeld, 2012)



Composition of Gross External 
Liabilities

(Source: Obstfeld, 2012)



Historical Evidence

The interwar period in Germany

The interwar period in the U.S.

The modern era



Interwar Period in U.S.



The U.S. Becomes a Creditor
Between 1914 and 1930, U.S. gross external assets rose from 10% of 
GDP to 20%; liabilities fell from 21% to 9%*

Paper argues US experienced “considerable financial innovation,” with 
“new market for foreign bonds”; generalized “banking glut”

“Financial fragility played a major role in the build-up of vulnerability, 
and then in the propagation of the crisis”

Emphasis on Germany, but also implies that international lending 
contributed to propagation of crisis in U.S., especially among 
“internationally active” banks

*Calculations from Eichengreen, 1989, and exclude war debts 



Major New York Banks in the 1920s



Financial Innovation Among Major 
NY Banks After WWI

Expansion of branching (within NYC)

Heavy participation in securities underwriting 
(through securities affiliates)

Provision of “trust” services

Call market lending substantially expanding, as 
stock market rises in value



International Exposure and the 
Crisis?

Total holdings of foreign bonds (sovereign + private) accounted 
for $51.6 million; total bonds owned, $1.045 billion*

Due from foreign banks: $31.5 million; bills & acceptances 
payable in foreign countries, $34.6 million – total resources, 
$6.3 billion*

Most severe impact of panics felt among small, rural banks

International dimension of crisis in 1930s operates through 
monetary policy, commodity price changes – for the US, it does 
not seem to be an “international banking glut” causing a crash

*Source: Annual Report of the Comptroller of the Currency, 1929



European Lending and the Current 
Crisis in the US



USD Assets, Liabilities of Foreign 
Banks

(Source: Ivashina, Scharfstein and Stein, 2012)



Borrowers Households

European Banks

MMMFs
Special 
Purpose 
Conduit

Banks funded dollar assets (loans, MBS) with 
wholesale dollars often borrowed from U.S. money-
market funds.



Eurozone Banks Significant 
Participants in Syndicated Loan 

Market in US
Fraction of Lending in Lending in

Total Lending Euro USD

Eurozone 45.50% 90.90% 8.60%
Rest of Europe 18.50% 29.50% 30.20%
US 21.80% 0.90% 99.00%

Banking inflows originated in current-account surplus 
and deficit countries



Notes
Transactions raise gross foreign debt assets and 
liabilities – net out completely

Run on MMMFs caused scramble for USD 
liquidity; Fed provided swaps to foreign central 
banks

It has happened again – during Eurozone debt 
crisis, MMMFs reduced exposure to Eurozone 
banks; those banks, in turn, reduced their USD 
lending (Ivashina, Scharfstein and Stein, 2012)



Conclusion
Interesting, provocative work – forceful argument for 
thinking beyond current account

Problem of national boundaries a complex one
Large fraction of many countries’ gross external assets belong to 
foreign nationals (through foreign headquartered financial 
institutions)

In some respects the most important data to follow are individual 
institutions/firms

Financial globalization requires us to re-think some 
elements of our models and data
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International Branching



Recent Financial Crisis


